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Have you ever dreamt of exploring the vast corners of the universe, witnessing
the birth of stars, and experiencing the wonders of time travel? Well, get ready to
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embark on an extraordinary journey as we unveil Toby Carton's adventures in
spacetime.

Toby Carton, a brilliant astrophysicist and an adventurer at heart, has devoted his
life to unraveling the mysteries of the cosmos. With his revolutionary invention -
the Spacetime Machine, he has unlocked the secrets that lie beyond the
boundaries of our known universe. Join him as he travels through wormholes,
maneuvers black holes, and ventures to destinations unimaginable.
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As Toby steps into his futuristic machine, the possibilities become endless. The
Spacetime Machine allows him to transcend the constraints of time and space,
taking him to ancient civilizations, futuristic societies, and even parallel universes.
The adventure unfolds with each leap he takes, offering breathtaking encounters
and mind-boggling discoveries.

Unveiling the Secrets of Spacetime
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The concept of spacetime, as proposed by renowned physicist Albert Einstein,
unified the dimensions of space and time into a single entity. Toby Carton's
invention harnesses the power of this interwoven fabric, enabling him to navigate
through the multidimensional cosmos.

Upon activation of his machine, Toby experiences the phenomenon of time
dilation, where time runs slower or faster based on the intensity of gravity. He
witnesses the effects of this illusion as he marvels at the timeless wonders of the
Andromeda Galaxy and observes the birth and death of stars in the Orion
Nebula.

An Encounter with Ancient Civilizations

One of Toby's most thrilling adventures takes him back in time to witness the
construction of the Pyramids of Giza. He stands in awe as he observes the
dedication and precision of ancient Egyptian architects, unlocking the secrets
behind these architectural marvels.

Traversing further into the past, Toby finds himself amid the legendary city of
Atlantis. He witnesses the advanced technologies and cultural richness of this
lost civilization, gaining invaluable insights into our own evolution as a species.

Exploration of Future Worlds

The Spacetime Machine propels Toby towards a distant future where humanity
has colonized distant planets. With awe-inspiring technological advancements,
Toby is introduced to societies founded on principles of unity, sustainability, and
harmony with their surroundings.

Amidst this futuristic landscape, he encounters humanoid beings who have
evolved to harness previously unimaginable mental and physical capabilities.



This glimpse into the future holds both excitement and challenges, leaving Toby
with newfound inspiration for the potential of humankind.

Parallel Universes and Alternative Realities

As Toby ventures deeper into the realms of spacetime, he must confront the
mind-bending concept of parallel universes. With each leap, he encounters
alternate versions of himself and the world he knows. These encounters shed
light on the fragility of reality and the multiple paths our lives could have taken.

From observing a world where dinosaurs dominate to witnessing a realm where
humans possess supernatural abilities, Toby's journey ignites profound questions
about the nature of existence and the complexities of our own reality.

A Quest for Knowledge and Discovery

Toby's travels in spacetime are not merely adventures; they are quests for
knowledge and understanding. Each encounter, each discovery sparks a fire
within him to uncover the secrets of the universe and our place in it.

Through his incredible journeys, Toby invites us to ponder the vastness of the
cosmos, the intricacies of time, and the boundless potential of our own curiosity
and imagination.

Toby Carton Travels In Spacetime presents a mesmerizing adventure that
intertwines science, imagination, and the eternal quest for knowledge. We are
invited to explore the wonders of space, unravel the mysteries of time, and
ponder the infinite possibilities that lie within the realms of the universe.

So, fasten your seatbelts, open your mind to the extraordinary, and join Toby
Carton on a journey that will forever expand your horizons and ignite your
passion for exploration.
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Toby Carton is a 12-year-old boy whose father vanished on Halloween when he
was 3 years old. Harriet, his mother, hated Halloween after that. She and Toby
had to sell the new car and move in with her coworker, Mildred Shumaker, on
Lemon Drop Lane. She then purchased an old, rusty clunker that Toby
nicknamed Hazel. Book 2 begins a few days after Toby’s 12th birthday in late
September. Mildred died at the age of 99, one day after Toby’s 10th birthday on
September 14th. On Valentine’s Day, when Toby was 11, his mother never
showed up for work. The next day, he realized Harriet and Hazel had also
vanished. Toby assumed his mom decided to go look for his long-lost father.
Toby is being hunted by two dragon-like demons, Shockley and Dorgo, who are
part of the magic community, secretly known as the Enchanted People. The
demons guard the secrets of their community and they see Toby as a threat since
the folks on Lemon Drop Lane have allowed him to penetrate their cloistered
world. Mrs. Berrycloth has already cast a spell and Toby’s memories of the magic
will fade away on his 13th birthday.
The second book in the Toby Carton series opens with Toby and his friend,
Marcie, being chased into a dark forest by Shockley and Dorgo. Marcie has no
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idea what is happening, but Toby knows they want to kill them both. Toby’s father
had been trapped in spacetime for eight years, but Sebastian brought him home
two months earlier. Toby is no longer an orphan, but his mother is still missing.
Sebastian Shumaker is an outsider who used to own the local garage. He built a
time-machine and a spacetime-portal in the old garage up on the hill. Sebastian
vanished in 1977 and his wife, Mildred, always suspected he was still alive. The
Enchanted People assumed he was traveling in spacetime.
Forty-three years after his disappearance, Sebastian returned with the help of the
Enchanted People of Lemon Drop Lane. They brought him home with a
combination of science and magic. Then they sent him back through the portal to
find Toby’s father, Thomas Carton. Apparently, both of Toby’s parents had been
sucked into Sebastian’s portal on two separate occasions. Sebastian’s age was
frozen in spacetime at 63, but he is actually a 107-year-old gentleman who is
determined to help Toby.
The story unfolds as Toby and Marcie escape the clutches of Shockley and Dorgo
and travel in spacetime with Sebastian. The ending is a bit of a cliffhanger where
Toby is still in spacetime, but he has found his mother. Harriet has had amnesia
and she does not recognize her own child. Toby makes it his mission to restore
her memory and climb back into her heart. His next challenge will be to bring his
mother back to the present and reunite his family.
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